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Abstract
We solve optimally problems in generalized binary search. We deal with two generalizations:
• Every answer can be wrong with some probability p
• Every query consists of k queries, which are answered at once and an error distribution on the
answers
We present a deterministic algorithm which solves generalized binary search optimally, up to an
additive term of O(poly log log(n)), and prove that this can not be improved very much by proba-
bilistic algorithms. We use the algorithm to improve the results of Farhi et al [FGGS99] and present
a quantum search algorithm in an ordered array with complexity of less than (log
2
n)/3 queries with
an error probability of o(1).
1 Introduction
Noisy binary search has been studied extensively in the literature, but the algorithms exist are still not
optimal, especially when regarding multiple queries at once. We present an optimal solution (based on
adaptive learning) for the general case, and prove its optimality using information theory.
Farhi et al showed in [FGGS99] that quantum binary search can beat the O(n) bound. They showed
it by presenting an algorithm which solves the search for 52 elements using 3 queries, and iterating on
it. However, they also showed another family of algorithms which can find an element in a longer list,
but the algorithms have chance for error. Iterating these algorithms using previously known techniques
gives weak results, but using our new classic algorithm we get a faster quantum algorithm for binary
search. Using the classic algorithms with quantum lower bounds on binary search, we prove better
lower bounds on quantum binary search which has chance for error.
1.1 Previous Results
There are many previous results which deal with binary search with errors, both for probabilistic models
and for adversarial ones (see for example [KMRSW80, Pel89, AD91, DGW92, BK93, FRPU94, Mut96]
and finally a survey in [Pel02]). Assuming a noisy model with probability p for an error, it is known
that one can search in Θ(log(n)/I(p)) queries, where I(p) = 1−H(p) = 1+ p log p+ (1− p) log(1− p),
is the information function. However, the constants are not optimal in p (especially for generalizations
of binary search) and prevent the use of these techniques for our applications of quantum search.
Fault tolerant binary search has been studied extensively (see Pelc in [Pel02] for a survey) also in
the adversarial model. In this model we note the “chip algorithm” for the liar model of [BK93], which
achieves O( log(n)I(p) ) for p < 1/3, but with a constant which is a function of p. Another version of the
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algorithm can work for p < 1/2, but this creates even larger constants and does not give only a single





queries, and works only for p < 1/3.
Aslam showed a reduction of the probabilistic errors to an adversarial model (see [Asl95]), and
stated as an open question if it possible to achieve a tight algorithm. The algorithms obtained this way
suffer from the same multiplicative factor that arises in the adversarial algorithms, and might not be
applicable to generalizations of noisy search.
Generalizing binary search to be used in a scenario in which k questions are asked together and
then answered is trivial. The algorithm is simply to divide the array into 2k equal parts, and ask in
which of the parts is the element we are looking for. However, combining this with any of the fault
tolerant algorithms could lead to weak results.
Although it is known that quantum binary search is Θ(log(n), the exact constant still received
consideration ([BBHT98, Amb99, HNS02]). Farhi et al presented in [FGGS99] two quantum algorithms
for searching an ordered list. They first presented a “greedy” algorithm with small error probability that
clearly outperformed classical algorithms. However, they could not analyze its asymptotic complexity,
and therefore did not use it. Instead, they devised another algorithm, which can find the correct element
in a sorted list of length 52 in just 3 queries. Iterating this as a subroutine gives an 0.53 log2 n quantum
search algorithm. This was later improved by Jacokes, Landahl and Brooks, using 4 queries on lists of
434 elements, giving an exact quantum search algorithm using 0.457 log2 n queries [JLB05], and then
to 0.433 log2 n queries (This time by searching 605 elements using 4 queries) in [CLP06].
While the asymptotic complexity of the greedy algorithm remains an intriguing open problem, we
apply it to constant size arrays, to obtain a faster quantum search algorithm. Since the greedy algorithm
has a non zero error probability we must develop highly efficient classical noisy search algorithm to
obtain our result.
1.2 Main Ideas
Our first contribution is a natural generalization of binary search to the case where comparisons may be
wrong, with probability p. To do so, assume that the element we are searching has equal probability to
be any element in the list. Partition the list so that both parts have probability 1/2 to contain the right
element, and ask in which part is our element by comparison to the “middle” element (where middle is
being given by the probability measure). Following the standard Bayesian approach used extensively in
Adaptive Learning update the probabilities of all elements given the outcome. Iterate this (partitioning
the array to “equal” parts, measuring and updating probabilities) until there are very few elements
with very high probability to be the right element, and then check these elements. In each partition, we
gain an expected I(p) bits of information, and therefore after log(n)/I(p) + poly log log(n)/I(p) steps
we should have enough information to locate the right element.
To apply the greedy quantum binary search algorithm first divide the n elements to 2k blocks of
“equal” probability. Then run the greedy algorithm of Farhi et. al. on these 2k groups, treating each
group as a single element. Measuring after r steps corresponds to sampling the array using a probability
distribution that is concentrated around the correct element. If the entropy of this distribution is Hr,
then the average information gain is Ir = k −Hr, and the average information gain per query is Ir/r.
Update the probabilities of all n elements in the array, and redivide it again to “equal” probability
groups. This means that we can find the correct element in expected time log(n) ∗ r/Ir.
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An easy computation (based on the numeric results of Farhi et al) shows that choosing k = 23 and
r = 6 gives Ir = 18.5625 and about 0.32 log(n) expected number queries to find the correct element in
a sorted list of length n, with error probability o(1).
Note that our simple classical Binary noisy search algorithm is new and optimal, up to a polyloglog
term. Previous noisy binary search used f(p) log n queries but the function f(p) was not optimal.
Moreover, our algorithm remains optimal when used with the generalized version, when k questions
are being asked every time.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 deals with the classical case. In this section we
present a deterministic algorithm which solves the noisy binary search problem with success probability
1 − δ using log(n)/I(p) + O(poly log log(n))δI(p) queries (lemma 2.4). We show that this is optimal up to the
additive log log(n) term by proving that any probabilistic algorithm solving this problem with success
probability ≥ 1 − δ requires at least log(n)/I(p) − log(1/(1−δ))I(p) queries (theorem 2.6). A corollary of
this theorem is a lower bound for the number of queries for a probabilistic binary search algorithm
which is allowed to err. Section 3 presents a quantum algorithm for searching an ordered list using less
log2(n)/3 queries, which succeeds
1 with probability 1−o(1). Section 4 gives the quantum lower bounds
generalizing theorem 2.6, giving a minimal number of queries needed to find an element in an ordered
list with probability 1− δ using quantum search.
2 Classic Algorithm
2.1 Problem Settings
Let x1 ≥ . . . ≥ xn be n elements, and assume we have a value s such that x1 ≥ s ≥ xn, and we want to
find i such that xi ≥ s ≥ xi+1. The only way to compare xi and s is by using the function f(i)→ {0, 1}
which returns 1 if xi ≥ s and 0 if xi < s. The problem is that when calculating f we have a probability
of 1−p for error. Note that calculating f twice at the same place might return different answers (if one
of the answers is erroneous). As our approximation for f has a chance of error, we let our algorithm
err with probability δ. First, we present an algorithm which is highly inefficient with respect to δ but
almost optimal (up to polyloglog factors) with respect to n and p, and then explain how to improve it
and what are the tradeoffs.
The algorithm we present is based on using Bayes’s formula to update Pr(xi ≥ x ≥ xi+1) for every
i. To do that, we need a prior for this distribution. To achieve a uniform initial distribution, we apply
a trick due to Farhi et al in [FGGS99], which doubles the initial search space, but turns the algorithm
into a translationally invariant one (thus making the prior uniform). The idea is to add another element
xi+n for each xi, such that (using a few tricks) all 2n elements are ordered in a circle. We then apply
the algorithm with a random shift on the circle, and thus begin with a uniform prior.
Formally, Farhi et al. solve a different problem which is equivalent to search. They define n functions
fj(x) defined by
fj(x) =
{ −1, x < j
1, x ≥ j
for j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. A query in this problem is giving the oracle a value x, and getting fj(x) for some
fixed but unknown j, and the goal of the algorithm is to find j. They then double the domain of the
functions and define Fj(x) by
Fj(x) =
{
fj(x), 1 ≤ x ≤ n
−fj(x− n), n+ 1 ≤ x ≤ 2n
1The algorithm is not exact, but its expected runtime is almost optimal, and we show that with high probability the
complexity does not exceed the expectation by much.
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And use the fact that Fj+1(x) = Fj(x − 1) to analyze their algorithm only for j = 1. To do a
similar trick, define xn+1 . . . x2n by xi+n = −xi. Note that if the algorithm returns r when given fr(x)
(remember that the algorithm does not know that it queries fr), it would return r − k (mod 2n) if a
shift xk would be applied to all its queries (that is whenever the algorithm wishes to query a value x
it gets the value of fr(x− xk) instead).
Before the algorithm begins, we choose a random shift x1 ≥ xk ≥ xn, and instead of calling fr(x)
we use the oracle with fr(x − xk). This means that for any initial j value such that xj ≥ s ≥ xj+1,
the probability that the right answer for the modified algorithm is either i or i+ n is 1/n. This is true
because the new probability distribution is a convolution between the old probability distribution (the
value j) and the uniform one (choosing xk). We assume that this shift has been done and return to
our former definitions (i.e. x1 ≥ . . . ≥ xn with the special element s uniformly distributed)
2.2 Definitions
The algorithm uses an array of n cells a1, . . . , an, where ai denotes the probability that xi ≥ s ≥ xi+1.
The initialization of the array is ai = 1/n, as we have a flat prior distribution. Every step, the algorithm
chooses an index i according to the values of a1, . . . , an, and queries f(i). After calling f(i) the algorithm
updates the probabilities ai. This means that if f(i) returned 0 (i.e. xi < s with probability p), we
multiply aj for j ≤ i by p, multiply aj for j > i by 1 − p and normalize so that the values a1, . . . , an
sum up to 1. The exact action we take depends on the sum q =
∑i
j=1 aj . Assuming again f returned
zero, the normalization is
aj =
{ paj
pq+(1−p)(1−q) , j ≤ i
(1−p)aj
pq+(1−p)(1−q) , j > i




(1−p)q+p(1−q) , j ≤ i
paj
(1−p)q+p(1−q) , j > i
Note that if |p − 1/2| ≫ |q − 1/2|, as will be the case in our algorithm, the normalization is almost
multiplying the probabilities by 2. For example, in the case f(i) = 0 we almost have aj → 2paj for
j ≤ i and aj → 2(1− p)aj for j > i.
2.3 algorithm
The main idea of the algorithm is an intuitive generalization to binary search. In every stage partition
the elements in the ”middle” and ask whether the middle element is smaller or larger than s. The
definition of ”middle” depends on the probabilities of the elements - we want to query an element xi
such that Pr(xi ≥ s) = 1/2. There are two technicalities we must address:
1. It is not always possible to find an element such that Pr(xi ≥ s) = 1/2. Therefore, we use a
constant called ǫpar (”par” stands for partition) which is an upper bound to |q − 1/2|. Its value
will be chosen such that we are optimal with respect to p. Enlarging this value will cause us to
extract less information each query.
2. It is hard to distinguish between elements which are very close to each other. We therefore end
the algorithm with a logarithmic surroundings of the right element, and search it recursively. We
denote lsur (stands for surroundings) to be the size of an area which includes the right element.
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The exact values for ǫpar and lsur will be chosen later.
1. If there is an index i such that ai ≥ ǫpar we prove that xi−lsur ≥ s ≥ xi+lsur with
probability greater than 1− δ/3. It is now possible to run recursively with δ′ = δ/3
and search in only 2lsur elements.
2. Else find an index i such that 1/2− ǫpar ≤
∑i
j=1 aj < 1/2
3. Query f(i) and update the probabilities. Return to 1.
Lemma 2.1. If the algorithm reached stage 2 it is possible to find i such that 1/2−ǫpar ≤
∑i
j=1 aj < 1/2
Proof. Assume such i does not exist. Let k be the maximal value for which
∑k
j=1 aj < 1/2. This means
that
∑k+1
j=1 aj > 1/2 and
∑k
j=1 aj < 1/2 − ǫpar, and therefore that ak+1 > ǫpar, and we should have
stopped in step 1
We now need to prove two main claims - that we will end the algorithm in step 1 in a reasonable
time, and that when we do so with high probability the value s is in the surroundings of i. The first
claim is stated as lemma 2.4 and is based on lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. To address state these lemmas we
need to use the entropy H(a1, . . . , an):
Let p1, . . . pn be probabilities which sum up to 1. Define H(p1, . . . pn) =
∑n
i=1−pi log(pi) to be the
entropy of p1, . . . pn, and I(p1, . . . pn) = log(n)−H(p1, . . . pn) to be the information function.
Lemma 2.2. If ∀i, ai < ǫpar then H(a1, . . . , an) ≥ log(1/ǫpar)
Proof.










Where the first inequality comes from the monotonicity of the log function and ∀i, ai < ǫpar
This means that if H(a1, . . . , an) < log(1/ǫpar) There exists i such that ai ≥ ǫpar
Lemma 2.3. In every iteration of the algorithm, the expected rise of the information function I(a1, . . . , an)
is greater than I(p)− 4ǫ2par(1− 2p)2 which is at least I(p)(1− 13 log(n)) for ǫpar =
√
1/24log(n).
Proof. Let b1, . . . , bn be the new probability values (after we update a1, . . . , an according to the result of
f). Assume that the partition was between k and k+1. Let
∑k
i=1 ai = q, and Nnor =
1
pq+(1−p)(1−q) be
the normalization constant used by the algorithm in case f(k) returned zero. We look at the information
for this case:




















Nnorpq log(Nnorp)−NnorpH(a1, . . . , ak)
Therefore we have
I(b1, . . . , bn|f(k) = 0) =
log(n) +Nnorpq log(Nnorp)−NnorpH(a1, . . . , ak) +
Nnor(1− p)(1− q) log(Nnor(1− p))−Nnor(1− p)H(ak+1, . . . , an)
To analyze the expected information gain, we look at the probability for f(k) = 0. Luckily, it is
pq+(1−p)(1−q), which is 1/Nnor. Calculating the information for f(k) = 1 would give similar results,
but the normalization factor would change to Mnor =
1
p(1−q)+(1−p)q . The expected information after
the query is
I(b1, . . . , bn|f(k) = 0)/Nnor + I(b1, . . . , bn|f(k) = 1)/Mnor
Looking on I(b1, . . . , bn|f(k) = 0)/Nnor we can see that
I(b1, . . . , bn|f(k) = 0)/Nnor =
log(n)/Nnor + pq log(Nnor)− qp log(p) + pH(a1, . . . , ak) +
(1− p)(1− q) log(Nnor) + (1− q)(1− p) log(1− p)− (1− p)H(ak+1, . . . , an)
Using 1/Nnor + 1/Mnor = qp+ (1− p)(1− q) + p(1− q) + (1− p)q = 1 we have
I(b1, . . . , bn|f(k) = 0)/Nnor + I(b1, . . . , bn|f(k) = 1)/Mnor =
log(n)−H(p)−H(a1, . . . , an) + pq log(Nnor) +
(1− p)(1− q) log(Nnor) + p(1− q) log(Mnor) + (1− p)q log(Mnor)
Which means that the expected information increase after the query is pq log(Nnor) + (1 − p)(1 −
q) log(Nnor)+p(1−q) log(Mnor)+(1−p)q log(Mnor)−H(p) Before we simplify this further (and choose
a value for ǫpar to make it close enough to I(p)) note that the expected increase does not depend on
the actual values of a1, . . . , an, or on the information before the query (other than the dependency in
q).
pq log(Nnor) + (1− p)(1− q) log(Nnor) + p(1− q) log(Mnor) + (1− p)q log(Mnor) =
(pq + (1− p)(1− q)) log(Nnor) + (p(1 − q) + (1− p)q) log(Mnor) =
−(1/Nnor) log(1/Nnor)− (1/Mnor) log(1/Mnor) = H(1/Nnor)
We now need to bound H(1/Nnor). For an ideal partition q = 1/2 we will have H(1/Nnor) = 1, and
the expected information increase in each query would be I(p), which is optimal. However, q deviates
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from 1/2 by at most ǫpar, and we should now choose ǫpar small enough to get the desired runtime. As
q ≥ 1/2− ǫpar, we have
H(1/Nnor) ≥ H(p + 1/2 + ǫpar − 2p(1/2 + ǫpar)) = H(1/2 + ǫpar(1− 2p)) ≥ 1− 4ǫ2par(1− 2p)2
Where the last inequality comes that for 1/2 ≥ x ≥ −1/2
1− 2x2 ≥ H(1/2 + x) ≥ 1− 4x2













Putting it all together, the expected information increase in every stage is at least




Which ends the proof.
Note that ǫpar is not a function of p.
Lemma 2.4. The algorithm will reach the recursion condition in stage 1 in an expected number of
log(n)/I(p) +O(1/I(p)) function calls
Proof. By lemma 2.2, we need H(a1, . . . , an) < log(1/ǫpar). As the initial entropy is log(n) and the
expected information rise every stage is I(p)(1−1/3 log(n)) (by lemma 2.3), we have that the expected
number of stages is at most
log(n)− log(1/ǫpar)
I(p)(1 − 1/3 log(n)) ≤
log(n)




Where we used 1/(c − x) < 1/c + 2x/c for c > 2x ≥ 0.
Lemma 2.5. Suppose ai ≥ ǫpar in step 1. Let r = p(1−p) log
2(1/δ)






probability ≥ 1− δ we have ai−lsur ≥ s ≥ ai+lsur .
Proof. As the lemma is symmetric we assume without losing generality that s > ai−lsur and show that
the probability for such a distribution a1, . . . , an is small. As the aj ’s sum up to 1, there is k such that




r. This ratio was created
by function calls f(j) for elements k < j < i, such that f returned at least x+ r times 1, and at most x
times 0. Considering the number of ones in 2x+r function calls in this regime as a random variable, we
get an expectancy of (1− p)(2x+ r) < 0.5(2x+ r) and a standard deviation of
√
p(1− p)(2x+ r). We
apply the Chernof bound after making sure that for every value of x we have x + r is at least greater
than the expectancy by log(1/δ) standard deviations, or that
min
x
x+ r − (1− p)(2x+ r)√
p(1− p)(2x+ r) ≥ log 1/δ
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Function analysis of this gives x = r−p
r
2p−1 and the minimum is
√
r(2p−1)
p(1−p) . This gives r =
p(1−p) log(1/δ)2
2p−1 .





we get lsur < log2(e)/2δ
2ǫpar = O(1/δ
2ǫpar). This result is ok for δ which is at least polylog(n). The
dependency on δ can be improved by another variant of the algorithm which will be described later.
Lemma 2.5 gives us the success probability of the algorithm. Its expected runtime is the sum of
two elements. By lemma 2.4 the expected runtime until the distribution on a1, . . . , an has enough
information is log(n)/I(p) + const/I(p), and by lemma 2.5, lsur is small enough so that searching
between i− lsur and i+ lsur doesn’t take too long.
So far we have only considered the query complexity of the algorithm. Implementing it would
require to save the information in appropriate data structures, and therefore a naive implementation
of this algorithm is poly logarithmic in n (actually O(log(n)2)). It is possible to implement this in
O(log(n) log(log(n))) by keeping a sorted list of indexes to the probabilities. It is also possible to
implement approximations of the algorithm, which will work in O(log(n)) time.
2.4 Improving the Dependency on δ
The problem with what we presented so far is the dependency on δ in lsur. In order to reduce this
dependency, we can use lsur = (1/γ
2)1/(2p−1) for a constant γ. this means that the probability to find the
right element any time the halt condition is reached will be constant, and that with probability 1−δ we
will find the right place for s after log(1/δ) trials. Note that this means that the algorithm will not end
after we are first stuck in stage 1. We therefore update the probabilities of a1, . . . , an even when we run
the algorithm recursively. In this variant the expected number of queries is log(n)I(p) +O(
log(1/δ) log log(n)
I(p) ).
The dependency on δ is what one would expect from this kind of algorithm. The log log(n) factor in
the big-O notation comes from the recursive part of the algorithm, as lsur has an O(poly log(n)) factor.
2.5 Lower bounds
The algorithm presented is optimal up to an additive term:
Theorem 2.6. (Lower bound) Let A be a classical algorithm which finds the right element in a
sorted list, using noisy comparisons. Assume that A’s success probability is ≥ 1 − τ , then A takes at
least an expected log(n)I(p) − log(1/(1−τ))I(p) comparisons.
Proof. We quantify the maximum amount of information gained every query. Every oracle call gives us
at most an expected I(p) bits of information. This means that after log(n)I(p) − log(1/(1−τ))I(p) oracle queries,
the algorithm has log(n) − log(1/(1 − τ)) information bits. Knowing where is the right element is
log(n) bits of information. This means that the algorithm has to guess at least log(1/(1 − τ)) bits of
information, which is done with success probability 1− τ .
Corollary 2.7. (Lower bound without noise) Let A be a classical algorithm which finds the right
element with success probability ≥ 1 − τ , then A takes at least an expected log(n) − log(1/(1 − τ))
comparisons.
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2.6 Bounding the variance of the runtime
So far we proved that our algorithm finds the right element with probability 1 − δ with an expected
number of log(n)I(p) +O(
log log(n)
I(p) log(1/δ) ) queries. A markov-based bound would be very weak, as it multiplies
the log(n) element. However, using the strong lower bound in theorem 2.6 we are able to bound the
probability that the number of queries needed is a lot greater than this number using a generalized
Markov inequality:
Lemma 2.8. Let X be a positive random variable such that E(X) = a. Assume that Pr(X ≥ b) ≥ 1−β,
then Pr(X > c) ≤ a−b+βbc−b for c > a
Proof. The expectancy tells us that
Pr(X > c)c+ β0 + (1− Pr(X > c)− β)b ≤ a
Switching sides and dividing we get:
Pr(X > c) ≤ a− b+ βb
c− b
In order to state the bound, assume that the expected number of queries needed is log(n)I(p) +
c1 log log(n)
I(p) log(1/δ)
where c1 is a constant.
Lemma 2.9. Let χ > 1 and δ > 0. The algorithm presented before will find the required element s
in an expected number of log(n)I(p) + O(
log log(n)
I(p) log(1/δ) ) queries. The probability that the number of queries is
greater than log(n)I(p) +
χ(c1+2) log log(n)
I(p) is at most 1/χ.
Proof. We use the lower bound of theorem 2.6, setting 1 − τ = 1 − 1/ log(n) (that is τ = 1/ log(n)).
According to the theorem, this means that the number of queries is greater than log(n)I(p) − log(log(n))I(p) with
probability 1− 1/ log(n). Using lemma 2.8, with a = log(n)I(p) +O( log log(n)I(p) log(1/δ) ), b = log(n)I(p) − log(log(n))I(p) , and
β = 1/ log(n) we get













) ≤ (c1 + 2) log log(n)
I(p)
Setting c = log(n)I(p) +
χ(c1+2) log log(n)
I(p) we get that
c− b = log log(n)
I(p)
+
χ(c1 + 2) log log(n)
I(p)
≥ χ(c1 + 2) log log(n)
I(p)




I(p) queries is smaller than 1/χ, as required.
We believe that lemma 2.9 is not optimal. In particular, the term which includes the χ factor should
not depend on I(p) and on log log(n).
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2.7 Generalized Noisy Binary Search
In this section we generalize binary search. In the regular search, the algorithm divides a sorted array
of items into two parts, and the oracle tells it in which part is the desired element. Our generalization
is to let the algorithm divide the sorted array into k + 1 parts, and the oracle will tell it in which part
is the correct element.
We also want a noisy version of the generalized search. In the regular version, a faulty query would
return the wrong part of the array. Here we have one right part, and k wrong parts, so we need to
state what would be the error probability for each kind of mistake. This is done here by adding k + 1
probabilities (which some up to 1), where the h’th probability stands for the chance that the oracle
would return j + h (mod k+1) instead of the j’th interval2.
Formally, let g : {1, . . . , n − 1}k → {0, . . . , k}. If g is being given k indexes, i1 > i2 > . . . > ik
it outputs the answer j if xij ≥ s ≥ xij+1 when we identify i0 = 0 and ik+1 = n. To make g a
generalization of f we assume that it is computed with an error probability. We associate with g k+1
known numbers p0, . . . , pk such that if xj ≥ s ≥ xj+1 then the result j + h mod (k + 1) would appear
with probability ph.
The optimal algorithm for this case is very similar to the case k = 1 (which is f). In every step we
divide the array to k+1 parts with (an almost) equal probability, and ask in which part is the element
we’re looking for. As before we define an array of probabilities a1, . . . , an by ai = 1/n and use ǫpar and
lsur (albeit with different values this time):
1. If there is a value i such that ai > ǫpar halt. If the algorithm halts then with prob-
ability 1− δ/3, xi−lsur ≥ s ≥ xi+lsur , and the exact place can be found recursively.
2. Else, let i1, . . . ik be indices such that the sum of the elements between two indices
does not deviate from 1/k by more than ǫpar:
1/k − ǫpar ≤
ij∑
h=ij−1
ah ≤ 1/k + ǫpar
3. Use g(i1, . . . , ik) and update the probabilities according to Bayes’s rule.
Assuming k is constant, ǫpar is not a function of p. The improved version of the algorithm presented
in 2.4 can be used here to make sure that lsur is not a function of δ. For constant k values we have:
Theorem 2.10. The algorithm presented finds the right element with probability 1 − δ in an expected
runtime of
log(n)
I(p0, . . . , pk)
+O(
log log(n) log(1/δ)
I(p0, . . . , pk)
)
where I(p0, . . . , pk) = log(k) + Σ
k
j=0pj log(pj) is the information function.
3 Quantum Search With A Non Faulty Oracle
Farhi et al. presented in [FGGS99] a “greedy” algorithm, which given an array of size K and t queries,
attempts to find the correct element but has some error probability (see Appendix A for a short survey
of the algorithm). Their algorithm actually gives something better. Assume that the elements given to
their algorithm are y0, .., yK−1, and that again we are trying to find s which satisfies ysol ≥ s ≥ ysol+1
2We could have actually used (k + 1)2 numbers, stating the chance to get interval i instead of j for all i, j. This would
change the algorithm in an obvious manner, and is not necessary for the quantum result.
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(we use different notation than x1, . . . , xn as we are going to combine algorithms withK being a constant
regardless of n). Their algorithms outputs a quantum register with the superposition ΣK−1j=0 βj |(j+sol)〉
(with all indexes taken mod K) for fixed β0, . . . , βK−1 which are not a function of sol. Let pi = |βi|2,
then measuring this register we obtain the correct value with probability p0, where p0 tends to 1 as t
grows. The exact numbers p0, . . . pK−1 are determined by the number of oracle queries t. We now use
their algorithm (with proper values for K and t) as a subroutine in our generalized algorithm described
in 2.7 with k = K.
Choosing K, the number of intervals and t, the number of oracle queries, can be done by programming
the greedy algorithm for such parameters and optimizing the information gain I(p0, . . . , pk). We use
K = 223 and t = 6 which gives a distribution Q with I(p0, . . . , pk) = 18.5625. This gives us an algorithm
which requires 0.32 log(n) oracle questions with o(1) failure probability.
Theorem 3.1. The expected quantum query complexity of searching an ordered list is less than 0.32 log(n).
Proof. We use the algorithm presented to find the right element with success probability 1−1/ log log log(n).
Using two more queries we verify that it was the right element, and if we were wrong we start the pro-
cedure all over again.
We would like to emphasize that the greedy algorithm was only calculated for limited values of K, t
and distributions Q. Using larger K and t, one could find distributions Q which will enable us a better
constant, but it is unclear if this procedure leads to the optimal algorithm.
4 Quantum Lower Bounds
In this section we extend the quantum lower bounds for searching with a faulty oracle, and for quantum
search which has a probability of failure.
4.1 The Quantum Noisy Oracle Model
We use an oracle similar to the one in [HMW03] and [BNRW03]. Let O′ be a quantum oracle, O′(|xc〉) =
|x(0⊕ c)〉 if x ∈ L and |x(1⊕ c)〉 if x 6∈ L. We would like to define an oracle which returns the correct
answer with probability p. We would also like that O(|xc〉) = O(Σbi|xc〉) for all Σb2i = 1. We therefore




Following [FGGS99] we define as before n functions f1..fn on x1..xn, such that
fj(x) =
{
0, x < xj
1, x ≥ xj
A query consists of giving the oracle x, with the oracle returning fj(x) for some fixed but unknown j.
The goal of the algorithm is to find j. Adding noise to the oracle means that querying a single position
and measuring the result correspond to the noisy comparison mode with probability p.
4.2 Lower Bounds for Quantum Noisy Search Algorithms
Any classical noisy search algorithm must use at least log(n)/I(p) queries. We show a similar lower
bound for the noisy quantum model
Theorem 4.1. Any noisy quantum algorithm requires Ω(log(n)/I(p)) queries.
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Proof. Define λ = p − 1/2. We use notation and techniques of [HNS02] and assume the reader is
familiar with the proof. We assume that a run of the algorithm consists of A = (UO)TU |0〉, where O
is an oracle call, U is a unitary and the algorithm requires T oracle calls. The quantum algorithm is
given an unknown oracle out of a group S (in this context the oracle is an unknown function fi), and
after this run a measurement is done and the algorithm guesses which oracle was given to it. [HNS02]
define the state |ψjx〉 to be the quantum state after j iterations, when the oracle was x. They define
a weight function Wj = Σx,y∈Sω(x, y)〈ψjx|ψjy〉 where ω(x, y) is an un normalized distribution on input
states. [HNS02] show that if we choose
ω(x, y) =
{ 1
f(y)−f(x) if 0 ≤ f(x) < f(y) < n
0 otherwise





j the i’th harmonic number, and δ is the probability for the algorithm to succeed.
To finish the argument, we need to bound the difference between Wj and Wj+1 and thus gain a
bound on T . Define Pi = Σz≥0〈z; i|z; i〉 the projection operator. We deviate a little bit from their
article now, and devise a better bound assuming that the quantum oracle is noisy. [HNS02] use the
fact that
|〈ψjx|ψjy〉 − 〈ψj+1x |ψj+1y 〉| ≤ 2Σi,xi 6=yi ||Pi|ψjx〉|| ∗ ||Pi|ψjx〉||
But when the oracle can be noisy, we actually have
|〈ψjx|ψjy〉 − 〈ψj+1x |ψj+1y 〉| ≤ 2Σi,xi 6=yi ||Pi|ψjx〉|| ∗ ||Pi|ψjx〉|| ∗ (1−
√
1− 4λ2)
which is very close to multiplying with 1/I(p). The proof in [HNS02] continues by proving an upper
bound of πn using this sums. plugging this estimation in their proof gives us a factor of (1−√1− 4λ2).
As the maximal expected weight loss is πn/I(p), it would require at least Ω(log(n)/I(p)) queries for a
quantum algorithm.
4.3 A Lower Bound for Quantum Probabilistic Search
In this subsection we deal with the problem of a quantum search algorithm in an ordered list, with
a perfect oracle, when the search is allowed to fail with probability δ. We have described such an
algorithm in section 3 and using the ideas from section 2.7 we want to bound the probability δ as a
function of t, the number of oracle calls and k, the number of elements3. [HNS02] gave a lower bound
of t ≥ (1− 2
√
δ(1− δ)) 1π (Hk − 1). Our lower bound improves their results, especially for small δ.
Assume we have an algorithm A which uses t oracle calls and finds the correct element out of k
with probability greater than 1− δ. In this case we can plug it as subroutine in 2.7, using p0 = 1− δ,
and pj = δ/(k − 1) for j 6= 0. This would give
I(p0, . . . , pk) = log(k) + (1− δ) log(1− δ) + δ log(δ/(k − 1))
and an information gain rate of I(p0, . . . , pk)/t bits of information per query. However, we know from
[HNS02] that any perfect quantum search algorithm for an ordered list needs at least 1π ln(n) queries.




(log(k) + (1− δ) log(1− δ) + δ log(δ/(k − 1))) ≤ π
ln(2)
3We use k and t instead of n because we are going to use this assumed algorithm as a subroutine for our algorithm in
section 2.7 instead of the algorithm described in section 3.
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(log(k) + (1 − δ) log(1− δ) + δ log(δ/(k − 1))) ≥
ln(2)
π
((1− δ) log(k)− I(δ) − 1) ≈ ln(2)
π
((1 − δ) log(k)) −O(δ)
This lower bound improves the previously known lower bound, and also has a meaning for relatively
high error probability δ ≤ (k − 1)/k, unlike the lower bound of [HNS02] which has a meaning only for
δ < 1/2
5 Conclusion
We presented an optimal algorithm for the noisy binary search problem, and used a generalized version
of it to obtain a better quantum search algorithm. This led to improved lower bounds on quantum
search with probability for error. The exact complexity of the quantum ordered search problem remains
an open question.
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A A Review of the Greedy Algorithm
In this appendix we give a short presentation of the quantum algorithm of [FGGS99], which is being
thoroughly used in our paper. Farhi et al. look at a problem in the orale model which is congruent to
searching an element in a list. They define N oracles
fj(x) =
{ −1, x < j
+1, x ≥ j
for j = 0, . . . N − 1. The goal of the algorithm is given access to an oracle which calculates fj(x) for




fj(x), 0 ≤ x ≤ N − 1
−fj(x−N), N ≤ x ≤ 2N − 1
which is important because Fj+1(x) = Fj(x− 1) where we identify −1 with 2N − 1. They also define
Gj |x〉 = Fj(x)|x〉 and T |x〉 = |x+ 1〉. This means that their algorithm can be described as
VkGjVk−1 . . . V1GjV0|0〉
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Followed by a projective measurement which decides the result. Noticing that T jGjT
−j = G0, Farhi
et al found a base which they denote |0+〉, . . . , |N − 1+〉, |0−〉, . . . |N − 1−〉 such that T j|0±〉 = |j±〉,
and when the measurement results in j±, the algorithm outputs that the oracle is j4.
Demanding that Vl = TVl−1T
−1, it is possible to calculate the success probability of any given
algorithm, by looking at the inner product 〈VkG0Vk−1 . . . V1G0V0|0〉|0±〉. For any given state |ψ〉, it is
possible to calculate which V will maximize 〈V G0ψ|0±〉. Farhi et al define the greedy algorithm recur-
sively starting from V0, such that each Vl is chosen to maximize the overlap of |Vl−1G0, . . . V1G0V0〉 with
|0±〉. Farhi et al. could not find an asymptotical analysis of this algorithm, and as it has a probability to
err they decided to use another algorithm as a subroutine for their search algorithm. We calculated the
“greedy” algorithm for various parameters, and looked also at the overlap 〈Vl−1G0, . . . V1G0V0|j±〉 for
j 6= 0. Differences in overlaps with different j values enabled us to get the error probability distribution
we used before as subroutines in our classical search algorithm.
4Actually the result should be |j+〉 if k is even and |j−〉 if k is odd. We ignore this point as it is not necessary for the
understanding of the algorithm.
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